Everything is standardized nowadays -- even pork and beans. Grading is a standardizing process. The grading of apples is interesting. They are graded according to size and condition, and sold according to sample. It is unethical to run any wormy apples, runts or disfigured fruit into a standardized barrel. The rejected pommes are called culls.

Since the Thirteenth Century the Catholic Church has adopted as the standard of practical Catholicity the Easter Duty. On Trinity Sunday she culls the fruit. (Trinity Sunday is only four days away.)

4 in 5.

Four visits each for five days -- the Jubilee Indulgences. Jubilee confessions are heard (in addition to the regular times and places) at 12:30 and 5:00 every day in the church. A general confession is advised but is not required. To get the proper frame of mind for making the Jubilee, read Newman's *Neglect of Divine Calls and Warnings*.

**Prayers.**

A student who is in danger of a serious illness asks your prayers. Three other sick persons and four special intentions are recommended. Two students have lost relatives recently. Howard Tueth, a student here last fall, has undergone a serious operation. Riley McGreevey's sister is near death. A student's mother is very ill.

**May Devotions Tonight.**

The last sermon of the May series will be preached tonight by Father Cornelius Hager. The devotions will close Monday night, but there will be no sermon on that night.

**Bring Back Books.**

Borrowed books should be returned to their owners before you start packing your trunks. The Prefect of Religion is particularly interested in the return of the following volumes: Brueck, *History of the Catholic Church*, vol. i; Seisenberger, *Introduction to the Study of Scripture*; Jones, *The Beauty and Truth of the Catholic Church*, vols. i and iii; Who has them?

**Questions from the Questionnaire.**

142. Is a student doing wrong to go on the stage after he completes college?
Ans. Yes, if he is a bad actor.

143. Why doesn't Notre Dame want her boys to go with girls?
Ans. She knows how goofy they are, and what a risk they are taking.

144. How may I know my mate?
Ans. Ask her to wear a ring in her nose.

145. Should a fellow reach any particular age before he goes out with girls?
Ans. Ask your nurse.

**Ember Days.**

Wednesday, Friday and Saturday of this week are Ember Days.